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MBTI couldThis study attempted to determine if

ABSTRACT

The Hyers.,.Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI)

a very popular inventory in the fields of

vocational counseling. Even the skeptics, who argue that

the MBTI does not represent a successfuloperatiQl1g1:i.:?;ai:.iQl1

of Jungian concepts, agree that the instrument has.potential

in the counseling field. The analysis of type configurations

can aid an individual in choosing a c()ursebfsttidyor

an eventual career.

be used to reveal an association between athletic preference

and success and type. It specifically examined 53 members

of the 1984 mv-La Crosse football team: Part! 6fi::.ne.·

study sought to determine if there ;,vere player distinctions

on selected attitudes (J/p) and functions (Tip) of the

~1BTL Part II specifically investigated the various· football

team positions to see if there were associations between

selected MBTI preferences and the coaches' performance

ratings.

It was concluded that at the .05 level, a significant

number of Perceiving types existed6n"::-the c1984UW"'LCt crosse

defensive squad. It was also discovered at the .001 level

that a very significant number of student Ie on the

m'J-La Crosse football team preferred ·the Thinking over



vii

the Feeling function.

Part II of the study revealed two stronq

correlations between the strength of preference

Thinking function and the

the positions of running back (0.9949)

(0.6170) •

It was concluded

be needed in order to determine

association between strength of preference scores and

athletic performance.



Very little research in the area of personality

Importance of the Study

andpersonali

Statement of the Problem

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator,

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

preference assessment inventory,

the relationship of personality "type" to schOlastic

performance and vocational preference~ The dynamics of

interpersonal relationships have also been explored.via

this instrument. While Isabel Briggs Myers (1962), and

others, have discovered some correlations between "type"

and cognitive and/or affective orientations, no known

research has been done with the Myers-Briggs Type-Indicat.or

(MBTI) in the area of "type" as it relates to athletic

success or preference.

This study examined the 1984 University

Wisconsin-La Crosse football team, in order to de.termine

if there were player distinctions on sel

and functions of the MBTI, as well as associations between

selected MBTI preferences and the coaChes' performance

ratings.



of a compatible type.

provide the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse footbal

"

1 in the

________________ . facilitate

"When good will is in short supply, the
conflict of the opposites can be serious.
Type theory is informa II y .- ... -~. T··-····· ,,- ··'.'·,----.c··-'·- --·-c-·-····--;··--·

difficulty that opposite types have in getting
along with each other, and the saving of
friction that often results when they
understand the basis of their opposition (p~l

This understanding may be a very signif~cant key ~n

It was hoped that the results of this

the MBTI may also provide useful insight during the

recruitment of student/athlprp~ ~nA
- -- -- ."7_ -. _. _ .. _oo .oo oo _ oo

the promotion of camaraderie, an ~ngredientthat ~s imperative

acclimation by the pairing of a recruit with an uppercla,s§!Uan

for success in team competition. Information derived from

Briggs-Myers makes the following statement on the practical

implications of type in her book Gifts Differing (1980):

examination of compatibilities between players. Isabell

Choice of positions and their ability to per:form. The

coaching staff and others some insight into their.players'

findings of this study might also be hel

has not f6cused on spec~fic

has been very generalized

Most research in the area of athletes'

assessment of collegiate footbal



the development of astrology and palmistry.

personality measurement is based ona.s§llIllP1:.j.ons that are

congruent with scientific methodology-, and possess, to

a certain degree, validity arid relia.bility (Thomes, 1973).

Psychologists generally agree thattheterml'personality"

refers to the unique organization bf.factoTswhich

characterizes an individual and determines·ones' patterns

of interactive behavior. But there appears

agreement among psychologists about the deve process

of personality. The wide variety of notions abou-t~~pe:r:'senality

may be classified into three main groups (Straub, 1971):

R.elated Literature

Our concern for understanding and assessing

has deep-rooted origins. The ancients

Personality research as it pertains to sport, has

been basically concerned with identifying traits of athletes

1. Those which describe a person in termsof·the

external forces upon him (e.g., biologicai, and sociological

determinism) .

2. Those which describe interaction between .the person

.and his/her environment (e. g., theories of instinct, driv.e.,

desire, and need) .

3. Those which describe a person in terms of basic

traits (e.g., common traits, factors, or types).



in different sports. Although it is well

individual player and team personality

among sport's participants,

Kroll and Peterson~s tL965)

personality differences of athletes

within the same sport (Straub,

The idea that athletes

personality attributes from non-athletes is quite prevalent

in our society (KrOll, 1965). This bel has led to a

number of attempts to examine the personqlit.ycharacteristics

of the athlete compared with the non-athlete (Valliqnt,

et aI, 1981). Most of these

B. Cattells' 16 Personality Factor test

locus of control scale. The 16 PF test i a mUltidimensional

set of sixteen questionnaire scales. It is designed to

make available, in a practicable testing time, information

about an individual's standing on the majority of

personality factors (Cattell, 1970). The Rotter locus

of control scale determines if an individual has a tendency

for either an internal or external locus of control

(motivation). Overall the studies utilizing these instruments

indicate that athletes are more dominant and self-assured,

more suspicious and less sensitive than non-ath

(Aamodt, 1982).

Paul Valliant, Paul Simpson-Housley, and Stuart

McKelvie (1981), researchers from Bishops' University,



utilized these two instruments, and their results concurred

with the general findings of other studies

al., 1981). Athletes appeared more dominant

imaginative than non-athletes. The researchers

to further define the "athlete"

competitive as well as noncompetitive

also drew a distinction between

They discovered that noncompetitive athletes were less

self-sufficient than the others, and female athletes were

generally more venturesome than male athlef:es. 'I'heRotter

locus of control questionnaire revealed little evidence

of any systematic difference in f

team and individual athletes or between athletes and

non-athletes (Valliant, et al., 1981).

In 1979, 48 male American WorldCaissOTympiccontenders

ahd 63 male undergraduate education majors were compared

on the 16 PF. Michael M. Omizo (1979), the researcher,

included a special scale designed to measure strength of

response set relative to social desireability.. The scores

seemed to indicate that the athletes were reserved,

intellectual, critical, aloof, conservative and

as compared with the education majors, who tended to b~

out-going, easy-going, and liberaT~Theuhdergraduates

also appeared to be more humble, mild, tough-minded, adapf:able,

group dependent, and relaxed. Omizo further discovered

that the athletes seemed to be more aggressive, stubborn,



The scope and depth of research in this area has been limited

) .

Michael Aamodt, Craig Alexander, and Wilson Kimbrough

that the composite of affective measures

The classification of "athlete"

tender-minded, self-sufficient, and tense.

has drawn criticism as simply being

had been conducted with the same

(Omizo, 1979).

and Thakur (1980) who recognized that most of the research

(1982), all of the University of Arkansas, tried to circumvent

players, and 23 track athletes. The Personality Profile

generalized sample populations, by using the Personal profile

validity, although cross-validation studies

due to the continual use of the same few instruments and

et al (1981) and Dowd and Innes (198

some of the criticism of using the same instruments

They also investigated athletes as segmented types.

one type of athlete from another, leading to the development

of sub-groups. Another~Of the status of sports

research into personality assessment was mad~by Thakur

sample populations which lack specific

non-athletes. The 24-item

administered to 51 male non-athletes, who were genera

psychology students, and to 29 baseball players, 36 football

football, and track athletes were studied in contrast to

System (Geier, 1979), rather than the traditional 16 PE.



system found no differences in baseball

non-athletes, and football players and

more dominant and less patient than non-athletes

1982).

A specific sub-group of athletes was SLUU.LeU

D. Thomes (1973). His study, entitled

Football Season on the Personality

investigated the effect of a competitive

on the personality dimensions of 50 high schoolvars~ty

football team players. The major premise behind Thomes'

study was the hypothesis that an individual's personality

may very well determine one's choibeanda¢¢ompTishffients

in athletics. He collected data using Cat:.tell'sT6 PF

Questionnaire and a subjective ranking of each player

according to general football ability as perceived by the

coach. The t-test was used to compare a) the initial and

final sten (short for "standard ten") scores of

group {The. 16 PF test takes ten units for its point scale

range, each unit being called a sten), b) the

low ability groups (n=12 each) initially and finally, and c)

the initial and final sten scores of the high and low

The findings revealed that a) when the total group

was compared initially and finally, no significant differences

were observed; b) at pre-season testing, the hiqh and lOW

ability groups differed significantly on factors relating

to maturity and trustfulness; c) at post-season testing,



the high and low groups differed significantly between

initial and final testing on the same

the observed personality modification was restricted to

the high group. The author believed
- -.. ---- --; ,---------------------~--,-~-----'-----~~~~------------"----~---~---:_------:

high ability players increase on the

scale {section I on the 16 PF, Whi6h

orientation between two polarities:

reliant, and realistic or tender-minded, sensit.ive,clin.gin.9,

and overprotected) was due to preferential attention from

the coaches. These characteristics were stressed by

coach, and it might have been that the high ability players

became psychologically, as well .as physically, l'conditioned"

to exhibit aggressive characteristics. Thomes alsO found

no significant differences existed between the pre

post scores of the low ability group on any of the

personality factors.

It was concluded that the personality of high....ability

varsity football players may have undergone e

modifications during a competitive football season while

the low-ability players appeared unaffected in'- terms of

personality modifications. Thomes further added that it

was unclear whether the modifications were peimanentor

purely adaptive behavior to the demands of the game and

the coaches (Thomes, 1973).

William F. Straub, (1971) from Ithaca College, also

studied a specific sub-group of athletes. But rather than



high school football players, he focused on th~p~;rsonality

traits of college football players participatinga,t

levels of competition. Straub echoed the criticism

at personality research when he said:

"AI though it. is well recognized tha.~ individual
players and team personali tydifferences ... exist. among
sports participants, research has not, except for
Kroll and Peterson's (1965)··work~beendirectedat

pinpointing personality differences of athletes who
are participating within thesarne spqrt.a,t .different
levels of competition (1971)." ..

His objective in this study was to determine if there

were significant differenc~s in team persqna.lityprofiles.

A secondary purpose was to determineifth~:f:Qt:l.:t.roffensive

teams studied differed significantly (.05 level)ioneaqh

of the 16 PF traits. Form (a) of the Cattell 16 PF<was

administered to 50 players from a small private college,

69 athletes from an Ivy league team, 44 from a small

state-supported college, and 83 from a BigTeninstitutiQn.

MUltiple discriminant function analyseswer-~utilized

to make between-team comparisons. Straub.wasab:J.~toreject

his null hypothesis that.no differences existed in

profiles between the four teams. Although therew§reno

significant differences (.05 level) in team personality

profile comparisons among the Ivy league, state college,

or private college, the Big Ten university team's profile

was found to be significantlY different from each of·· the

other three teams. The factors where significant differences



existed were on the following scales: tough-minded vs.

tender-minded; forthright vs. shrewd; and

vs. experimenting. At the .05 level,

were found on the fOllowing factors:

imaginative; self assured vs. apprehensive; .. and

dependent vs. self-sufficient. N6differences

in intelligence or surgency ( ,

Joyce C. Hogan (1978) studied the personality

characteristics and dynamics of leadership. Inthis

of college football players, she·investigated>thepersonality
", '" ..... ,', " .... " ....

correlates of rated leadership in 50 members of the John

Hopkins University football team,; TheGalifornia

Inventory (CPI) and Gough's leadersbip

were utilized. Each player was also rated forleadership

by two coaches us·ing their own seven-point scale and

The athletes tested by Hogan scored higher than the

norm for males on Dominance, Social Presence, Self__Acc:~pt:.ancer

and Empathy. They scored lower than men in genera~ on

Responsibility, Self-Control, and Good Impressionsi The

sample population was described as assertive, self-confident,

competitive, and socially insightful, but also impulsive

and self-centered.

Hogan believed these descriptions followed the stereotype

of the college football player ata private eastern college.

Men who received high ratings for leadership were seen

as Dominant and Assertive, Self-Confident and Self-Assured,



but conscientious and practical.

players were found to be dominant,

out-going, efficient and organized (Hogan, 1978).

Another stereotype that has

especially football players, are

behavior· (Feigley, 1983). From a coachirigstaridp6irili

being "hardnosed" or aggressive is c6hsideredaVaTi.:l.a.bTe

asset for any player given that he possessessize,spee9.,

quickness and the other role specific physical attributes.

However, these factors are minimized·iftheplayer is

psychologically tough and thrivingfol:".bodilyqontaqt

1973) •

But sometimes assertive or aggressiveattitu9.es<and

behavior go beyond the point of being facilitative for

the.act of compe~ipg. David A. Feigley, (1983) in his

article entitled, "Is Aggression Justifiable?", believed

a major reason for violent behavior and poor sportsmanship

was that aggressors rationalize their actions by concocting

self-justifying excuses. His conclusion was that increased

self-awareness can help athletes and coaches control these

behaviors.

An increased awareness of self may also lead to the

CUltivation of certain attributes of one's personality.

This "human potential theory" concept is the essenCe of

the Myers-Briggs Type Indicat.or (Myers, 1984). The MBTI

is based on Carl Jung's theory (1923) of psychological



...

e; and that

Other very important concepts behing

types, which assumes that much of the

variation in humans is actually orderly and

individual can be ciassified

judgement and perception.

types: ISTJ, ISTP, ESTP, ESTJ, ISFJ, .ISFP,ESFP, ESFJ,

identifies four bipolar preferences:

intraversion (I); sensing (S)~intui

due to basic differences in the way people pref

"functions". The outer four components,

feeling (F); and judging (J)-

INFJ, INFP,ENFP, ENFJ, INTJ, INTP,ENTP,·ANDENTJ(Lam,

individual must have a well-r'leue

the other, and through use becomes more highlY developed;

1980). This theory assumes that to

"type" is a dynamic, not a static concept; in each

to as "attitudes".

(either Sensing or Intuition) and

These components of the configuration are

for making decisions or judgments (either

the type indicator was designed to show the direction of

or Intraversion and Judging or Perceiving)

not merely quantitative differences in

type theory assumes that type preferences lead to qualitathle,

preference, more than the strength of preference (McCaulley,

one pole of each of the four preferences is



1974). A more detailed description of the

they may infer will be included in

study.

As mentioned earlier~ .in the

paper, the MBTI has been used

populations. Isabel Briggs-Myers and

C. Briggs, collected data showing

predictable type differences in academic aptitude and

achievement in samples from junior high school

medical school. They were able to determine that type

had a bearing on one's ability to perform aCademiCally.

One example of type affecting performan~~ ~.~./-'h~~"T.~.:J~~

types consistently achieve higher grades

amount of aptitude) than do Perceiving types

Their findings on the relationship of type to

performance were confirmed in data collected by

Testing Service, and have been reconfirmed

of the Indicator by researchers at Auburn

1965); Grant, 1965), at the University of Florida (MaY,

1972, McCaulley, 1973) and elsewhere (McCaulley, 1974) .

. Mary H. McCaUlley (1974) administered the MBTI to

3,275 freshmen at the University of Florida in 1972. She

was investigating the relationship between this ins+-",,,rn,,,,,,

and the teaching-learning process. The data indicated

that the use of type can increase the power of prediction

in educational research (McCaulley, 1974).



In 1980, Rebecca Lam used the M:BTI to study personality

characteristics and learning style

health students. She discovered that the

of characteristics and learning styl

students and professionals in academic

in career decision making.

Hypotheses

Due to the relatively small sample population, this

study focused on two dimensions of the MBT!; the

Thinking/Feeling function and the Judging/Perceiving attitude.

The researcher believed that to include the entire type

configuration, with a sample population of only 53 would

"dilute" the findings of the study.

In developing the hypotheses for

researcher drew upon personal experiences as a college

football player and as a varsity high school coach. These

perceptions were informally compared and contras

the following descriptors associated \-liththeThin.kihg"/Feeling

functions and the Judging/Perceiving attitudes:



Personal

Tactful

Compliant

Sympathetic

Arouses Enthusiasm

Va lues Harrnony········· ~ ~.. ~

Sensitive to Others

Wordy

Friendly

Agreeable

Relates Well

Value System Prevails

TABLE I

Descriptors of T/F Functions

and J/p

Logical

Analytical

Impersonal

Impartial

Brief

Businesslike

More Truthful Than Tactful

Like Ideas & Things

Executive Ability Strong

Firm Convictions

Upset by Injustice

Don't Need Harmony

Cause & Effect Makes Sense

Decide Things Impersonally

Unaware of Affect of Actions

Hurt Other's Feelings



Understanding

Indecisive

Friendship Handled Lightly

Live for the

postpone Unpleasant Jobs

Uncritical

Flexible

Adaptable

TABLE I, Cont.

Descriptors of T/F Functions

and J/p Attitudes

Decisive

Orderly

Organized

Systematic

Planned

Control

Purposeful

Exacting

Self-Regimented

Persevering

Routine

Settled Opinions

Definite Choices

Comfortable With Decisions

The researcher believed most defens:Lvef:Qotballpla.yers

would exhibit behaviors which would classify

Perceiving types; whereas offensive players would seem

to typify the Judging type. The researcher also believed

that football players on the 1984 UW-La Crosse football



team would, in general, have a

over the Feeling function.

The following general null hypotheses

for this study:

1. Of UW-:La Crosse

will be no statistically significant

the Judging/Perceiving attitude on

2. Of UW-La Crosse defensive footballpl=>ua·... C'

will be no statistically significant distinction

the Judging/Perceiving attitude on the MBTI;

3. There will be no statistically significant

distinction between the Thinking/Feeling function on the

MBTI among UW-La Crosse football players.

The following specific null hypotheses addressed each

one of the fOllowing seven positions: Quarterback, running

back, receiver, offensive lineman, defensive lineman,

defensive back.

4. There is not a high positive

between the strength of preference on the Thinkingfl.1nction

on the MBTI and the coaches' performance ratingfor.the

position of UW-La Crosse quarterback.

5. There is not a high positive correlation (~.70)

between the strength of preference on the Feeling function

on the MBTI and the coaches' performance rating for the

position of UW-La Crosse quarterback.

6. There is not a high positive correlation (~.70)





position of UW-La Crosse receiver.

13. There is not a high positive

between the strength of preference on the

on the MBTI and the

position of UW-La Crosse receiver.

14. There is not a

between the strength of preference

on the MBTI and the coaches'

position of UW-La Crosse receiver.

15. There is not a high ~ositive correlation (~.70)

between the strength of preference on the

on the MBTI and the coaches' _

position of UW-La Crosse receiver.

16. There is not a high positive correlation (>.70)

between the strength of preference on the Thinking function

on the MBTI and the coaches' performance rating for the

position of UW-La Crosse offensive lineman.

17. There is not a high positive correlation (~.70)

between the strength of preference on the Feeling function

on the MBTI and the coaches' performance rating for the

position of UW-La Crosse offensivelineman~

18. There is not a high positive correlation (~~70)

between the strength of preference on the Judging attitude

on the MBTI and the coaches' performance rating for the

position of UW-La Crosse offensive lineman.

19. There is not a high positive correlation (~.70)



between the strength of preference on the ~= .... ",=,,-,v,,-,n';1 ............ "-' ....... ""'=

on the MBTI and the coaches' performance

position of UW-La Crosse offensive

20. There ~s not a high

between the strength of preference

on the MBTI and the coaches' performance

~osition of UW-La Crosse defensive lineman.

21. There is not a high positive correlation (~.70)

between the strength of preference on the Feeling function

on the MBTI and the coaches' performance rat.irigfor·the

position of UW-La Crosse defensive l~nc",an

22. There is not a high

between the strength of preference on the

on the MBTI and the coaches' performance rating
... ._.• ~_.~c_ ..~.~ .. _.~.. _ _._. _ .

position of UW-La Crosse defensive lineman.

23. There is not a high positive correlation (,?:.70)

between the strength of preference on the Perceiving attitude

on the MBTI and the coaches' performance rating for the

position of UW-La Crosse defensive lineman

24. There is not a high positive correlation (,?:.70)

between the strength of preference on the Thinking function

'on the MBTI and the coaches' performance rating for the

position of UW-La Crosse linebacker.

25. There is not a high positive correlation (,?:.70)

between the strength of preference on the Feeling function

on the MBTI and the coaches' performance rating for the



between the strength of preference of the Feeling function

between the

31. There is not a high positive correlation

26. There is not a high positive

position of UW-La Crosse linebacker.

29. There is nota high positive correlation

pos'ition of UW-La Crosse linebacker.

30. There is not a high positive correlation (~.70)

27. There is not a high positive

28. There is not a high positive correlation (~.70)

between the strength of preference· on the Perceiving attitude

position of UW-La Crosse linebacker.

on the METI and the coaches' perforrnanc~

position of UW-La Crosse defensive back.

on the METI and the coaches' performance rating for the

between the strength of preference on .the Thinking function

on the METI and the coaches' performance rating for the

position of UW-La Crosse defensive back.

position of UW-La Crosse defensive back.

between the strength of preference on the Judging attitude

between the strength of preference on the Perceiving attitude

on the METI and the coaches' performance rating for the

position of UW-La Crosse defensive back.

on the METI and the coaches performance rating for the

on the MBTI and the coaches' performance rating for the

I

I
i
I,

!
I



Definition of Terms

For this study, the following

Attitudes - The Myers-Briggs'
.... ...•...............•. •.•.. ·.,· ...·:· ....=·~··=· ...==:.....2:.....2..=;:··±E±............·~·:i

four components in the type configuration (E

rrheoretically, people are said to ha.ve either arto:tierttation

towards the people and things arouhd them (E},oran

orientation towards their thoughts (I). In. regards to

J/p, people are said to have either a Judging or perceiving

attitude in dealing with the outer world.

Judging - In Myers-Briggs' theory, an that

can be described as : decisive, ora.erlYi()pga.n.4.ze<l, controlled,

and systematic.

Perceiving - In Myers-Briggs' theory, an attitude
~~-~_.. ,----_. - ---'¥'---,_.-,-,--,--,--,~,-~-

that can be described as: spontaneous, flexible, curious,

indecisive, and tolerant.

Function,- The Myers-Briggs' distinction

four components in the type configuration. Theoretical ,

people gather information either through their. senses (8)

or in an intuitive fashion (N). People make decisions

or react to this information from either a thinking(T)

or feeling (F) perspective.

Thinking - In Myers-Briggs' theory, a tion that

can be described as: logical, impersonal, impartial, and

brief.

Feeling - In Myers-Briggs' theory, a function that

can be described as: tactfUl, personal, compliant, and



I,
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sympathetic.

strength of Preference - Any score on

referred to as a "preference". The scores

of the functions and attitudesthaEEhe

to use or feels most comfortable with.



CHAPTER II

METHODOLOGY

Setting and Sample

This study was conducted

Wisconsin-La Crosse~

Wisconsin, is a non-athletic scholarship, NCAA

III school with a student populatibh bfhearly

Fifty three student/athletes from

team comprised the sample population for

six of the student/athletes played offensive positions

(six quarterbacks, five running backs, nine receivers,

and six 1 inemen) ~ Twenty seven werea.efensive~cpi.-ayers-"'C7'

(eight defensive backs, ten linebackers, and nine linemen).

Overall, the researcher \.vanted to determine if the

relationship of type to position was consis

perceptions~ More significantly, the researcher wanted

to determine if perhaps there was a high pos

bebleen the strength of preferences on the Thinking/Feeling

and Judging/perceiving scores on the MBTI and player

performance~

Inventory Selection

The MBTI is a self-report, forced choice inventory~
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It has four scales that can be scored in

bipolar manner (Steele, et aI, 1976)~

E extraversion --------------- I

S sensing -------------------- N

T thinking --------------- ... ---F feeling

J judging ----------------......... - P

These four interacting scales. are referred to as

preferences and they are used to gen.erateeachof sixteen

types. In each type, one pole of eaclL9ft.he.:fQ'llr preferences·

is preferred over the other, and through use becomes more

highly developed (McCaulley, 1974)~

Form G, of the MBTI, consists of 126 items.>partI,

questions one through 26, and Part I~!'~':l_~~!:t::~~2_~~_!!:£9~gh

126, ask the reader to select the response which comes

closer to telling how one usually feels or acts. Part

II, items 27 through 71 are word pairs. ThereaderTs

asked to choose which word in each pair is most appealing.

The MBTI personal i ty and preference ... inventory was

selected for use in this study for several reasons. First,

the MBTI is a very "non-threatening", "positive" type of

test. It accentuates the positive characteristics in

personality. Secondly, the results are easilyunderst.()()c1.

The individual can relate to the descriptors associated

with the different types. And thirdly, the MBTlhas been

used extensively in the area of academic achievement and



Mendelsohn summarized by saying, "A consideration of

a successfUl operationalization of Jungian concepts.

reliability

it has not been used with college student

instrument to use with this
I

vocational preference, but as far

researcher wanted to determine if

Although the Myers..,Briggs

a popUlar device in the fields of

there may be some question on the validity

at the University of Oregon, and Gerald A

Assistant Professor of Psychology at the University of

test-retest correlations of approximately .70 were obtained

counseling, Norman D. Sundberg, Pro

California-Berkely, have written reviews that~ndicate

the reliabilities of the test were· like those of similar,

stability of the scores. In one reported

of the MBTI. They found that little data

for EjI, SIN, and J/p; but only .48 for T/F. In general,

self-report inventories, T/F appearing less s

available data suggests that the MBTI does not represent

the light of their empirical relationships rather than

their assumed theoretical significance (Buros,J970).l'

Nevertheless, it does appear to have potential utility

for research and counseling if scores are interpreted



Data Collection



case. The fact that the data was ordinal and that observed

college ability", five "above average", seven

quarterbacks on 11. Each player

and nine "exceptional rare

inventory.

To examine the first two hypotheses, ("OfUW... La Crosse

Data Analysis

the assessments of the 53 players invo

Validity and reliability has not been

one to nine. A score of one is "poor",

players, there is no statistically significant distinction

attitude on the MBTI," and "Of UW-La Crosse defensive football

Football Coach, and his staff provided the

significant distinction between the Judging/Perceiy~ng

test for statistical significance was used. Hypothesis

offensive football players, there is nosEaEisEiCalIy

scores of the offensive and defensive players, who scored

~9 on J or P were tallied separately and the Chi-Square

number three ("There is no statistically significant

distinction between the Thinking/Feeling function

MBTI among UW-La Crosse football players") was

counting ~ll of the players who scored ~9 on the Thinking

or Feeling function. Chi-Square was als() used in this

frequencies could be compared with expected frequencies

. be,tween the Judging/Perceiving attitude on the MBTI") the

I
fl
I
t
i
I
1
(
[

1



Delimitations

led the researcher to select the

hypotheses. Hypotheses four through

the association between the strength of

T/F function and the J/p atti

for the players. The players,

their strength of preference scores

attitude ranked. These scores were then

t~e median score of the coaches' ratings

The Spearman-rank correlation coefficient was used to analyze

the intra-group data. This data and the ranking Qfthe

two random variables for each player led the researcher

to choose the Spearman-rank

The researcher selected for Part II of the s

(hypotheses four through thirty-one) a 70 correlational

value as a criterion for statistical significance. It

was hoped that this figure would help determine some truly

significant findings.

The researcher focused on the T/F functions and

attitudes due to the relatively small sample popu

Even with specific attention being paid to these segments of

the MBTI configuration, the researcher encountered difficulty

with the statistical analyses due to the small n. It is

for this reason that the results of this study, which will be

disclosed in the next chapter, must be viewed with caution.



CHAPTER III

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(Of UW-La Crosse offensive football players, there will

there were three more perceiving types than judging types

The statistical analysis of the secorid

The third hypothesis stated that

this hypothisis could indeed be rejected.

be no statistically significant distinctionbetweenEfie

Judging/Perceiving attitude on theMBTTl 'lrevealed.ax2

value of 0.4736. This is below the needed critical value

no statistically significant distinction between the

("Of UW-La Crosse defensive football players, there is

of ~3.841, and thus this null hypothesis could not be rejected.

analysis revealed a value of 5.260. With the critical

on the 1984 UW-La Crosse offensive team .•

Judging/Perceiving attitude on the MBTI") determined

value of ~3.841 at a probability factor of~.05,itibecame

evident that perceiving types dominated the 1984 UW-LaCrosse

defensive platoon.

statistically significant distinction

Thinking/Feeling function on the MB'rla!tl()Tlg .. T.Jvv... I..CigEosse

value of 15.36, leading to hypothesis rejection at the

football players. II The Chi-Square analysis revealed a

!
I
I
I



P<.001 level. The 1984 UW-La Crosse

a significant number of student/athletes

the Thinking over the Feeling function.

Hypotheses four through

each of the fOllowing positions:

back, receiver, offensive lineman,

linebacker, and defensive back.

Hypothesis four stated that "There is

correlation (>.70) between the strength of preference
, -

the Thinking function on the MBTI andthecoaches'<performance

rating for the position of UW-La Crosse<quart~x:backn.

The Spearman-rank correlation

negative correlation of -0.2238, therefore

could not be rejected. As the strength of preferenCe

on the Thinking function increased, the median scores of

the coaches' rating of performance decreased. This

relationship may have been the result of the

population. One quarterback, who had a median score value

of eight on the coaches' rating had a relatively low T

, score of 19.

Hypotheses five and six, a comparison between

strength of preference on the Feeling function and the

performance rating for a

comparison on the Judging attitude and performance rating

could not be analyzed due to insufficient data. Only two

quarterbacks had scores indicating a preference on the



The researcher

of ~4 would be used for the Spearman~rank

coefficient segment of the s

Hypothesis number seven, looking

between Perceiving attitude and performance ratiI1gfQr

UW-La Crosse quarterbacks could not be aiiaTyzeddue f.6

insufficient data.

The eighth hypothesis ("There isnot.a high positive

correlation (~.70) between the strength ofpref'erence on

the Thinking function on the MBTI and thecoachep'.performance

rating for the position of UW-J.,acrosserunningPack")

was rejected. Using the standard of (~.70) as the criterion,

the researcher discovered a statistic of 0.99 through

the use of the Spearman-rank analysis. As the strength

of scores on the Thinking function for the running backs

increased, the median score value of the coaches'perfOrmance

rating also increased. This relationship apparently indicates

that those UW-La Crosse running backs who preferred to

be systematic, planned, and controlled had .athl~tic success,

as indicated by the coaches.

Hypothesis number nine, which examined the association

between strength of preference on the Feeling function

and coaches' rating for running ld not be analyzed

due to insufficient data. Hypotheses ten and eleven, the

Judging attitude compared with the coaches' rating and

(



the Perceiving attitude compared

for the position of UW-La Crosse running

be analyzed due to insufficient data.

Hypotheses

of UW-La Crosse receiver.

that "There is not a high positive correlation

the strength of preference on the Thinking function on

the MBTI and the coaches' performance ratingfor·the

,of UW-La Crosse receiver". The statistical analysis

a negative correlation of -0.5252. As receive:rs'strength

of preference scores on the Thinking functiofr~ncr~ased,

the median score values on the ratiIl<joftheirperfQrmal1ce

decreased. Therefore the null hypothesis could not be

rejected. The researcher was partiCUlarly surprised by

this finding. The assumption was made that running backs

and receivers, the "skilled positions", would assume similar

type configurations and associations betweenstrengtJ:lpf

preference on the Thinking function and performance .for

these two positions would be similar.

The strength of preference on the Feeling function,

Judging attitude, and Perceiving attitude compared with

,the median score values of the coaches' hypotheses

thirteen through fifteen) could not be anal ed due

insufficient data.

Hypothesis number 20 states that "There is not a high

positive correlation (~.70) between the strength of preference



on the Thinking function on the MBTI and the

performance rating for the position ofUW--La

lineman." The statistical analysis resulted

correlation of 0.1828.

rejected on the basis of the (~.70r standard.

the strength of preference on this function did not

with observed success as a defensive lineman on the

UW-La Crosse squad.

Hypotheses twenty-one and twenty-two, which addressed

Feeling and Judging in comparison with the coaches' ratings,

could not be analyzed due to insufficient data. The analysis

of the twenty-third hypothesis ("There

correlation (~. 70) between the strength of preference on

the Perceiving attitude on the and the coaches'

performance rating for the position of UW-La

lineman") resul ted in a negative correlation of· - .2419.

The null hypothesis could not be rejected. The researcher

believed the strength of preference on the Perceiving

would dominate the defensive line positibn.Aithough

defensive linemen had their preference in the Perceiving

attitude, and only two in the Judging, the streng-thof

the Perceiving scores for }.

As a resul t of the statistical analysis it became appa:r:-e11t

to the researcher that either the correlation between this

attitude and performance actually was negligible, or that

the small n was a determining factor.



Hypothesis numbertvlenty-four stated that

not a high positive correlation (~.70) between

of preference on the Thinking function

the coaches' performance rating for

UW-La Crosse linebacker." The null

be rejected since the statistical analysis revealed a

relatively strong negative correlation 0:1: ... 0.6312.

there was only one linebacker who hadapreferericeonthe

Feeling function, the analysis seems to indicate that the

athletes with the lowest Thinking scores (those\:'lho were

closest to the demarcation between Thinking/Feeling)' had

the most success at the linebacker position~ Theresearcher

believes that successful linebacker play requires a personality

that is emotional and intense. l?erhapsthe closer an athlete

is to a Feeling type is beneficial for the position of

linebacker. As the preference for the logical and analytical

Thinking function increased, the linebackers seemed to

become less effective.

The twenty-fifth and twenty-sixth hypotheses, which

addressed Feeling and Judging in comparison with the coaches'

r~tings, could not be analyzed due to insufficientdata~

Null hypothesis number twenty-seven is not a

positive correlation (~.70) between the strength of pr~:f~:t:"~I'lce

on the Perceiving attitude on the MWrland the. coaches'

performance rating for the position of UW-Lacrosse

linebacker") could not be rejected. A positive correlation



of 0.1705

Null hypotheses twenty-eight

upon the position of UW-La Crosse defensive back.

hypothesis number twenty--eight

correlation (~.70) between the strength of preferenCe on

the Thinking function on the MBTI and the peff(j:r:'IQa.!1ce

rating for the position of m'J-La Crosse defensive back")

could not be rejected. Al though the positivecorrelaticm

of 0.6170 was revealed; it just falls short of the (~.70)

criterion. The researcher found the reiatiollshipbetween

the positions of linebacker and defensive back very

interesting. Whereas the correlation betvleens'EreI1gth

of score on the Thinking function and the performanc::erating

was negative for the linebackers (-0.6312)~ the defensive

backs had a high positive correlation of 0.6170.

of defensive back requires the athlete to be analytical,

to "diagnose" the offensive formation and scheme.

defensive backs' distance from the point of attack, the

I ine of scrimluage, allows him time to be analyticaL The

analysis definitely revealed that the defensivebac::ks,

,;V'ho had strong Thinking function scores were rated by their

. coach as better performers, than those defensive backs

vJho had low Thinking scores. The linebacker, on the· other

hand is in a si tua'tion where he must react to a."]<§y" within

a fraction of a second. From the researcher's perspective,

being close to the line of scrimmage does not afford the



Discussion

be rejected. Although a positive· correlation of 0.2640

Null hypotheses twenty-nine a.rid thirty,

ratings, could not be anal to . ~ __ .

Null hypothesis number thirty-one stated that >"'I'l1.ere is

not a high positive correlation

the Feeling and Judging in comparison

linebacker the time to be overly analyticaL

the coaches' performance rating forthepositicmof
,

UW-La Crosse defensive back." This hypothesis could

of preference on the Perceiving attitudeOriEheMBTl

The data presented in this study revealed that two

As the researcher predicted, there were a significa.nt number

team who preferred to view their environments with a

was found, it did not meet the (~.70) criterior'l.

in the Perceiving attitude, while only six were identified

of the three general null hypotheses could be refected.

of defensive players on the 1984 UW-La Crosse football

as Judging types. In light of this finding, the researcher

defensive players who had scores ~9, 17 had preferences

positions on defense or, playing defensive football influences

Perceiving, rather than Judging, attitude. Of the 23

conCluded that either Perceiving types gravitate toward

one's preference or type. The other major null hypothesis

rejected in this study was the one which examined the



Thinking/Feeling function as it relates

UW-La Crosse football squad. Of the 44

who had scores ~9, 35 (79%) were

the Thinking function. Only nine

in the Feeling function. It

that this would be the case.

have a tendency to score in the

phenomena caused Isabel Briggs-Myers

in the scoring of the T/F function for males and females

(Myers, 1962). Although the norms. in our.culturehave

altered the role of the male and· the stereotypes associated

with these roles, the heavy contact. a,nda,ggr~ssivesport

of college football reinforces the impartial, rational

and competitive characteristics associated with the Thinking

function on the MBTI. It therefore appeared·to be a logical

conclusion that UW-La Crosse football players would score

more often on the Thinking rather than the

It was more difficult to draw conclusions from

second part of the study. The testing of the specific

null hypotheses, (which focused on the correlation between

the Thinking/Feeling functions and Judging/Perceiving

attitudes and the coaches' ratings of performance), provided

insufficient data for any reliable statistical analysis

in a majority of the cases. Only ten of the 28 hypotheses

in this series were large enough to be analyzed in a

preliminary fashion. Of these ten cases, four just met



Limitations

the

The most significant

of the study was the

the strength

the coaches' performance rating for

backs (0.9949) and the relationship

and defensive backs on the Thinking

rating. The linebackers had a significant

correlation between strength of preference

function and performance scale (-0.6312) i the Thinking

scores increased, the median ranking of the performance

decreased. The defensive backs had a high pOsitive

correlation between strength of preference on the·'I'hinking

function and the median score of the performance rating
- - ------~..-~.- ..,'~-" .._---~."'-~, .._~-.-,~ ...----,'--~~-

(0.6170). The researcher concluded that this distinction

might be the result of the demands that are indigenous

to the respective positions (linebacker and

The major problem encountered in this study, as stated

earlier in Chapter II, was the relatively small sample

popUlation. After eliminating those scores on the

Thinking/Feeling functions and the Judging/Perceiving

attitudes that were <9, and reducing t.h.~ correlation?egment·

if the n in each sample was <4, the data base became quite

small. This may adversely affect the validity of the study.



With such a small sample population, it was veryc1.i.fficult

to control any extraneous variables that could have
the internal validity of the study. The sample may

been representative of other

football players; but may not be representative

II or division I college football players.

does not believe the external validity of this study is

high due to this factor.



CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator

a variety of populations. However,

into the related literature for _

any matches behveen athletes and the MBTI. The studies

on the topic of personality traits in athletes have been,

for the most part, very general in scope. Few

or intra-team studies have been conducted.

The problem in this study w.ast.QCl.gt.e:r:m:i.Ilg if there

were player distinctions on selected attitudesCl.nd functions

of the MBTI, as well as associations between selected MBTI

preferences and the coaches I perforrnanCeFa-Ffngs:-cc--Tnec=

researcher hoped the information could provide ahihsight

for the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse football

staff. Perhaps this research could give them another "piece

of the puzzle" to better understand the individual

student/athletes with whom they work, and be used to

success or determine position placement.

The study was divided into two sections.·· The first

contained three general null hypOtheses wh.icl'iexamlD.ed

the two large sub-groups of a football team, the offensive

and defensive platoons, and also looked at the team in

its entirety.



back, receiver, offensive lineman, defensive lineman,

atThe second part of the s

The data was gathered from the players' score

1. Of UW-I...a Crosse offensive football

3. There is no statistically significant distinction

2. Of UW-La Crosse defensive

is no statistically significant distinction

the Thinking/Feeling function and Judgfng/Perceivingattitude

is no statistically significant

linebacker, and defensive back. Null hypotheses four through

UW-La Crosse football players.

between the Thinking/Feeling function ont.heMBTIamong

thirty-one were stated as: There is not a high positive

of the MBTI and the coaches' performance rating for each

there were seven positions examined in this study, a total

Judging/Perceiving attitude on the MBTI.

Judging/Perceiving attitude on the

of the fOllowing seven positions: guarterbacK;- YuDning------

,
correlation (~.70) between the strength of preference on

the (function/attitude) MBTI and the coaches' performance

rating for the position of UW-La Crosse (position). S

form G of the MBTI and also from a player performance rating

of 28 specific hypotheses comprised part II bfthe study.
\

form that was utilized by the UW-La Crosse football coaching



After reviewing the results of this

conclusions \-lere made by the researcher:

1. Perceiving types did indeed dominate the defensive

positions on the 1984 UW-La Crosse football team;

2. A high percentage (77%) of the football players

on the 1984 UW-La Crosse team preferred to use their Thinking

over their Feeling function;

3. A strong positive correlation did exist between

Conclusions

staff. Chi-Square

used for part I of the study.

was no significance between the Judging or

on the MBTI among UW-La Crosse .of

analyses did reveal a significant number of

Perceiving attitudes on the defensivesguadartd

significant number of players who preferred the

function over the Feeling function. The srna11 pop\.llation

limited the significance of the findings for the sEcond

part of the study. The most significant

of strong correlations, vlaS found in the comparison of

strength of preference on the Thinking fUIlc:i: i PJ1ClJlg the

performance rating for running backs and also for defensive

backs. There was a strong negative correlation between
. .-----,._----,-.~,-- ~ .._-_..•_----"..._-,,,-,~~,._~"--~~

the strength of preference on the Thinking function and

the performance rating for the linebackers.



the strength of preference scores on

and the median value on the coaches'

of UW-La Crosse running

(0.6170) ;

Recommendations

The

could be very beneficial in providing a.c6C!.chil'1.gsta.ff

insight into their student/athletes. Unlike division I

and division II schools, who have the opportunity

athletic scholarships, and extrinsically motivate their

players, institutions like UW-La ,

athletic scholarships, need to take a close look at the

personal i ty types of their a thl etes. The IVI:E3r.I:':r:}1l.~y~~b~=~~ ~_~

especially useful for coaches in becoming familiar with

freshmen athletes and in facilitating their acclimation

to the University or College setting.

The following specific recommendations are submitted

by the researcher:

1. Additional research should be conducted, investigating

the relationship between the J/p attitude preference and

position selection. This study determined th~ltl?ergeiying

types dominated the defensive positions on the 1984

UW-La Crosse football team. If subsequent research were

to concur with this finding it may lead coaches to use

a strength of preference score on the J or P attitude as



a tool in helping to determine which side

scrimmage a player should line up on.

2. The coaches' should evaluate

styles to make sure they are relating

Seventy-seven percent of the 1984 UW-LaCrosse

tested on the MBTI preferred the Thinking oVer

function. Thinking types prefer

atmosphere and relate well to the concept qf ca.useand

effect".

3. The strong positive correlationbetweenthestreng'th

of preference on the Thinking function and the coaches'

performance rating for the positions of rlJnn.inSf p5t<.JK and

defensive back may also suggest that this factor needs

further investigation as a possible tool for evaluation

of personnel'.

4. It is strongly recommended that any additional

research in this area should utilize a much largeX.samPle

population. A larger n could increase the internal as

well as the external validity. It could also be used to

. investigate a possible relationship between the other

'functions (SiN) and attitudes (Ell) and the coaches'

performance ratings.
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(E)=16, (1)=11, (N)=ll, (S)=16, (T)=20, (F)=7, (J)==7,(P)=20

ESTl'

ESTp·

Linemen

ENTP

ESTP

INFP

ENFI'

ESFJ

ISTP

ESTP

ENTP

Receivers

ESTJ

ENTP

ESFJ

ESTJ

ESTP

ISTJ

Defense

Linebackers

ESTJ

ESFP

INTP

ISFP

ISTP

ISTP

ESTJ

ENTP

ISTJ

ENTP

Offense

Running Backs

ESTJ

ESTP

INFP

ESTP

ESTJ

Type Configurations for 53

1984UW-LaCrosse Football Players

TABLE II

Defensive Backs

ISTP

ENTP

INTP

ESTJ

ENTP

ENTP

ISTP

ESFJ

rSFJ

INTP

ESTP

ESTJ

ESTJ

ISTP

Quarterbacks

(E}=16, (1)-10, (N}=3, (S)=23,

l
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ENTP

Quick, ingenio~s, good at many
things. Stimul~ting company,
alert and outs~oken. May argue
for fun on eith,er side of a ques
tion. Resourcef~lin solving new
and challenging problems, but
may :neglect rQu~ine assignments.
Apt to turn tofope.newinterest
after another .. S~i1lful in finding
logical reasonslfor what they .
want.

I NTJ

E NF P

Warmly enthusiastic, high
spirited, ingenious,imaginative.
Able to do almost anything that
inWeFts them. Quick lNith a
solutipn foranydifficulty and
read'l'ito help anyone \Nith a
problem. Often rely on their
ability to improvise instead of
pre~aring in advance. pan
usually find compelling reasons
for w~atever they want.

IN FJIS FJ

ESFP

Outgoing, easygoing, accepting,
friendly, enjoy everything and
make things more fun for others
by their enjoyment. Like sports'
and making things. Know what's
going on and join in eagerly.
Find remembering facts easier
than mastering theories. Are best
in situations that need sound i
common sense and practical I
ability with people as well as 11
with things. '

ESTP

ISTJ

Matter-of-fact, do not worry or
hurry, enjoy whatever comes
along. Tend to like mechanical
things and sports, with friends
on the side. May be~ bit blunt
or insensitive. Can do math or
science when they s.;!e the need.
Dislike long explanations. Are
best with real things that can
be worked, handled; taken
apart or put together. 10

(,I)
I
a:
w
><! 1-------__-'------+-.;..---------..L--I-----'-----.;..-----.,_-1--'---'--.;..---.1-1,......--.;.....;..,......-.......,

1= ESTJ ESFJ ENFJ ENTJ I
X .: . :.. . ,. ': ,..1 . . .. .', ' i>i ., i l,>w Practica:I, reali~tic,lllatter-of- Warm-hearted, talkative, populJr, Responsive and responsible. Hearty,frank.ja?I~.il1S~UCIi~S,·

fact, with a n<:itural head. for conscienti?us,.born cooperator~, Generally feel real concern for, leaders inact~~ities.uspaHYI:
business or mechanics. Not active com:mi~ee members. I what others think orwant, anc! goo~inaJ1yt~ip*~h~require~
interested in sUbjects they see Need harrnon",and maybe J try to handle things with due reas?ni?~an~inf~mgenttaltt.
no use for, but can apply thery'l- good at cr~ati?git.Alwaysdoin9 regard for other people's feel· suchasppblicr~p~~kin!J.Are,<i

selves when necessary. Like t() something:nice for somllone. ! logs. C<!n present a proposal or pS\.la~lv.weU·iitJ0m'edandepJlfY
organize and run activities. May Work best with encouragement lead a group discussion with. ~ddi?9~lfthal,fPlldof kn0r'l-!
make good administrators, es- and praise. Little interest in ease and tact. Sociable, popular, ~Qe'lVIav SOllletimesbe more '
pecially if they remember to abstract thinking or technical active in school affairs, but put f)Ositiv~and~~nfidentthan
consider others' feelings and 1 subjects. Main: interest is in 2 time enough on their studies to f\1eir experiengein an area
points of view. things that dir~ctly and visibly do good work. warrants.

affect people'~lives.

Serious, quiet, earn success by . Quiet, friendly, responsible and Succeed by perseverance, Usually have original minds and
concentration and thoroughness. conscientious. Work devotedly originality and desire to do great drive for their own ideas
Practical, orderly, matter-of-fact, to meet their obligations and whatever is needed or wanted. and purposes. In fields that appeal
logical, realistic and dependable. serve their friends ar.d school. Put their best efforts into their to them, they have a fine power
See to it that everything is well Thorough, painstaking, accurate. work. Quietly forceful, con- to organize a job and carry it
organized. Take responsibility. May need time to master tech- scientious, concerned for others, through with or without help.
Make up their own minds as to nical subjects, as their interests Respected for their firm prin- Skeptical, critical, independent,
what should be accomplished <!re usually not technical. Patient ciples. Likely to be honored determined, often stubborn.
and work toward it steadily, with detail and routine. Loyal, and followed for their clear Must learn to yield less impor-

~ regardless of protests or dis- considerate, concerned with convictions as to how best to tant points in order to win the Z
a: tractions. 5 how other people feel. 2 serve the common good. most important. ""'l
w ~

> 0o <
~ ISTP ISFP INF-P INTP ~
z . ~

Cool onlookers-quiet, reserved, Retiring, quietly friendly, sensi- Full of enthusiasms.and loyal- Quiet, reserved, brilliant in
observing and analyzing life tive, kind, modest about their ties, but seldom talk of these exams, especially in theoretical
with detached curiosity and abilities. Shun disagreements, until they know you well. Care or scientific subjects. Logical
unexpected flashes of original do not force their opinions or about learning, ideas, language, to the point of hair-splitting.
humor. Usually interested in values on others. Usually do and independent projects of Usually interested mainly in
impersonal principles, cause not care to lead but are often their own. Tend to undertake ideas, with little liking for
and effect, how and why me- loyal followers. Often relaxed too much, then somehow get parties or smaH talk. Tend to
chanical things work. Exert about getting things done, it done. Friendly, but often have sharply defined interests.
themselves no more than they because they enjoy the present too absorbed in what they are Need to choose careers where
think necessary, because any moment and do not want to doing to be sociable. Little some strong interest can be
waste of energy would be 6 spoil it by undue haste or 3 concerned'with possessions or 2 used and useful. 3
inefficient. exertion. physical surroundings.



(T)

(F) 21

(J) 3,3,9,49

(P) 1,3,9,15,15

Receivers

(T)

(F)

(J)

(p)~

Linemen

Linebackers

(T) 3,7,19,25;27,31;45;53

(F) 3,13

(J) 13, 2 3 , 4 7

(P ) 9, 11 , 19 , 51 , 57, 61

Defense

Strength of Preference

T/F Functions andJ/P Attitudes
~ ~ ~ ~~ ~- ~ ~- ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~-~-~---~~~--~--~--~~-~--~~-~~~-::~-:::::-:::-=---:~---~------:--

Offense

TABLE IV

Quarterbacks

(T) 1,11,19,43,47

(F) 37

(J) 13,17,29

(P) 25,25,33

Running Backs

(T) 9,17,29,29

(F) 21

(J) 15,47

(P) 5,13,49

Defensive Back

(T) 1,1,17,21,23,37,41,41

(F) --------

(J) 53

(p) 5,9,9,17,41,47,47

Linemen

(T) 11,15,25,31,35

(F) 1,9,13,13

(J) 13,27

(p) 5,7,7,9,11,19,47



poo:t
2

2. .J. .
. HOT AT ALL LIICE HIM,
DOESN'T FIT HtM AT ALL

3
AVERAGE COLl.EG:E

AbilITY

4

-4

9. He can retain what he h.u learn ad and doesn't
require repeated correction. . ..
9 a 7 6 ·5 -4.:L2 .. L

10. He can overpower a man of equal sbe by brute
force. . ..
9 8 7 65 -4 .• ) 2

II. He would iust ,He soon miss pratiee.
9 8 7.6 . .. 5 . 4 3 2· I

12. Hedoes·nohegain-his-balanciroRe..he~has.--c--.
lost it.
9 8 7 6 5 4 .. ]

13. He doesn't stop until the whhtle blows.
987/) .543

14. Hais very quick to le.un assignments.
9 B 7 654· 3

15. He digs in and you can't move him.
9 8 7 65 4 3

5
ABOVE AVERAGE

5
MODE;tATEt.Y

LIKE THE MAN

6

67
A lOT tlt<11

.il~

7
REAL GOOD

89
EXC~il'iIOHAt..

nA~;f ABILITY

9 8
EXACTLY LIKE HIM
r·llS HIM TO A "T"

I. He doesn't always coopar<'!ts.
9 S 7 6 5 4 3 2

2. He is quick <'!S .. cat.
9 8 7 6. 5 4 3 2

3. Hewanh to win at all costs.
9 876 543 2

4. He finally catches on aftar much repetition.
987 6 543 2

5. H~ is <'IS strong ,)S a bull.
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2

6. Horarely thinks of anyone but himself.
9 876 5 4 3 1

7. His movement is awkward in wave drill.
9 8 7 6 543 2

S. He will break his neck to carry out his assign
manto
~ 3 7 6 5 4 3 2

Or-::ENSI'Ji: ENOS-fLANKERS OU:~ENSP/E LINEMEN DEFENSIVE BACKS

Rsceiving short
Pass protection. cup or <'!ggrossive Over~DII ability lJgainst tha run

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 I 9 87 6 54:3 2
9 S 7 6 5 4 3 2 I Blocking for the run AbilitY"9ilil1~t pAS.S

Recoiving Long 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 I 9 8·7 6 54 3

9 2 7 6 5 .; 3 2 I Quickn9ss of initial mov~ Abilityto hy and di491\OSti

Avoid b:3ing bid up
9 B 7 b 5 4 3 2 I 9 S 7 6 5 4 3 2

Pulling ability Pur~uit

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 I 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 I 9 3 7 b 5 4 3 2

FClI<ir:g and cutting ability Downfield blocking liic~lin"if···~····~··~····

9 3 7 6 5 4 3 2 I 9 8 7 b 5 4 3 2 I 9 6 7 6 5 4 3 2
LlN~ilACJ{ERS Hands

Running ability after catch EH"cHvitness. Zlgainst inside runs 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
9 8 7 b 5 4 3 2 I 9 S 7 b 5 4 3 2 I

QUAt:tTi:R~ACKSAbility to wMd off blockers
Ability a$ a blocker 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 I Abilit'lto throw shod

9 e 7 6 5 4 3 2 I Ability to key llnd diagnose 9 .... JL.·.165 4

Catchin9 in a crowd 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 I Ability to throw 10119

Pass coverilge ability 9 8 7 6 5 4
? 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 I Abilityt()Hma pass

H.)nJs
9 B 7 b 5 4 3 2 . I

4llitaral movem¢nt 9 87 I> 5
'} 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 I 9 a 7 b 5 4 3 2 t Delivery

OFr~NSIVE BACKS 9 8 7 6 5 4

DUC:EM5lVE llNEM'EM Power runner Ability to scr;)mb!~
-4 3

9 8 7 b 5 4 3 2 I 9 8 7 b ····5
Ability il9<\in!it tht) run Outside running Clbility Cour~90

9 8 ,7 6 5 4 3 2 I 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 I 9 B 7 6 5 4 3

Abilill to by Dnd diagnose Ability to break tacklQ Qllic kn.a~~to s"t up
,

9 8 7 (, 5 4 3 2 I 9 67·6 5 4 3
9 n 7 6 5 4 3 2 I Ootorminatioil to $t~y in cupElusive runner

Pass rush. cup or 3l'J9ressivo 9 8 7 b 5 4 3 2 I 9 . tl7 6 . ... 5 -4. 3 2

9 C 7 b 5 4 3 2 I Ovor-lJlI rur-eiving ability RunnilHJ bbility

L... t~jr.:ll .."ov~rncrnt 9 8 7 b 5 4 3 2 I 9 a 1 b 5 4 3 2

9 '" 7 b 5 4 3 2 I Blocking. pass "" run Poh,.)
t,

9 8 7 6 5 -1 3 2 I 9 8 7 b 5 4 3 2
T<lckling H!lilCh QuieloNH<:lt d~livery

9 0 7 b 5 4 3 2 I 9 8 7 b 5 4 3 2 I 9 a 1 6 5 4 3 '2 I

PAlE



Coaches' rating

4,4,4,~,5,6,8

5,5,6,£,6,7,7

4,6,6,£,8,8,

6,6,6,6,6,£,7,7,7,8,8

5,5,7,8,8,§.,8,8,8,8,9

4,5,5,5,5,~,5,5,6,7,7

7.7,8,8,8

Coaches' rating

4,4,4,4.5,5,5,5

3,5,6,£,6,6,7,7

3,,4,4,4.5,5,6,,6

2,2,5,£,6,7

3,3,4,4.5,5,5,5

4,4,4,1.,4,4,5,5

Median Score of Coaches' Rating

Spearman-rank correlation value of ....0.2238, Ffunctionand

J and P attitudes not analyzed due to insllffici,entdata.

Running Back

On T/F Function and J/p

TABLE VI·

T function scores (>9)

11

19

43

47

Strength of Preference Scores

T function scores (>9)

9

17
,
29

29

Spearman-rank correlation value of -0.5252, F function and

J and P attitudes not analyzed due to insufficient data.

T function scores (>9)

13

15

23
\

25

41

45

Spearm~n-rank correlation value of 0.9949,F function and

J and P attitudes not analyzed due to insufficient da.ta.

Receivers



Spearman-rank correlation value of -0.2419

Spearman-rank correlation value of 0.1828,F function and

J attitude not analyzed due to insufficient data.

Coaches' rating

3,4,4,5,6

5,5,5,6,6

6,7,1,7,8

3,3, i, 7 , 8

TABLE VI cont.

Offensive Linemen

T function scores (>9)

11

21

25

33

Spearman-rank correlation value of

J and P attitudes not analyzed due

Defensive Linemen

T function scores (>9)

11

15

25

31

35 6.

P attitude scores (>9)

9

11

19

47



Spearman-rank correlation value of 0.1705

Defensive Backs

Spearman-rank correlation value of -0.6312, F function and

J attitude not analyzed due to insufficient data.

Coaches' · •. ra ting

1,1,1:.,1,1,2

4,4,.i,5,6,6

1,2,~,2,3,3

3

1,5,.i,5,5,6

4,4,.i,5,6,7

Coaches'rating

5,5,&,,6,7

6,6, I, 7 ,8

5-·,5 -,~.,.5.,6~.-- .. __.~,- ...-.-c.,-~.~c.~_.~ ..'~c- __'.-

4,4,!,6,7

7,7,Q.,8,8

6,6, I, 7 , 7

Coaches' rating

7,7,8,8,8

6,6, 7,8
.. . .........•....... _.....

6,7,8,8,8

5,5,&,,6,6

8,8,Q.,9,9

4,4, ,1,6,7

Linebackers

TABLE VI.cont.

Spearman-rank correlation value of 0.6170, F function and J

attitude were not analyzed due to insufficient data.

T function scores (L9)

17

21

23

37

41

41

P attitude scores (L9)

9

11

19

51

57

61

T function scores (L9)

19

25

27

31

45

53



Spearman-rank correlation value of 0.2640

TABLE VI cant.

P attitude scores (~9)

9

9

17

41

47

47

Coaches' rating

3,5,~,5,5,6

1,1,~,2,3,5

4,4,~,5,6,6·

2,2,].,3,3,5

4,4,5,5,6,7

1,5,~,5,5,




